Itherverse: A new eZine full of adventures and maps for any RPG
tabletop game system
Monthly ePub packed full of pre-written RPG scenarios for use in any table-top
system or game setting using our quick conversion tables, project launched on
Kickstarter
December 29, 2016 (FPRC) -Game Masters find themselves, searching high and low for pre-written, play-tested, adventures and
material that will work with THEIR setting and more importantly, THEIR game system.
Medieval Fantasy
Western Frontier
Space Marines & Pirates
Gnarly Sea-Faring Pirates
Post-Apocalyptic Mutants
Super Heroes & Villains
Zombies
Modern
Horror
etc..
IT DOESN'T MATTER!
ITHERVERSE is a monthly e-publication (or e-Magazine if you will) that will be packed with just what
the gamer needs. EVERY MONTH, as a subscriber, they receive an email link to the latest release
(and depending on how our stretch goals go, we very likely may offer printed and mailed versions),
but I don't want to get ahead of myself.
VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: These adventures, scenarios and encounters have been designed to
work in ANY game setting and easily convertible to ANY game system. Emphasis on EASY!
The Itherverse motto is "It's YOUR game, play by YOUR rules" and we're not changing the games in
the slightest, only providing gamers with exciting new content and an easy way to use it.
DISCLAIMER: Now let me clarify - we will NOT violate copyright policies for all those great systems
out there, and state that what we write is out-of-the box compatible.
What we are saying is that the ITHERVERSE conversion system is EASY to use and allows the GM
to convert our numbers to the numbers they need.
Adventures, Maps, Scenarios, Traps, Monsters, Tactics, Tools and a ton of unique gaming aids are
in store for the subscriber.
Contact Information
For more information contact H. Paul Haigh, Creative Director of http:// (http://)
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